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IntroductionIntroduction

RiskRisk acceptance can be defined by two different methods: acceptance can be defined by two different methods: 

ImplicitImplicit SSafetyafety equivalence with other industrial sectors (e.g. equivalence with other industrial sectors (e.g. 
stating that a certain activity must impose risk levels at most stating that a certain activity must impose risk levels at most 
equivalent to those imposed by another similar activity)equivalent to those imposed by another similar activity)

EExplicitxplicit PProviderovide either a quantitative decision tool to the either a quantitative decision tool to the 
regulator or a comparable requirement for the industry when regulator or a comparable requirement for the industry when 
dealing with the certification / approval of a particular structdealing with the certification / approval of a particular structure or ure or 
system. system. 
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FactorsFactors of Risk of Risk AcceptabilityAcceptability
The nature of risk determines its acceptability which is associaThe nature of risk determines its acceptability which is associated ted 
with (with (OseiOsei et al., 1997)et al., 1997)::

►►Voluntary vs. involuntaryVoluntary vs. involuntary
►►CControllabilityontrollability vs. uncontrollabilityvs. uncontrollability
►►FFamiliarityamiliarity vs. unfamiliarityvs. unfamiliarity
►►SShorthort/long/long--term consequencesterm consequences
►►PPresenceresence of existing alternativesof existing alternatives
►►TTypeype and nature of consequencesand nature of consequences
►►DDerivederived benefitsbenefits
►►PPresentationresentation in the mediain the media
►► IInformationnformation availabilityavailability
►►PPersonalersonal involvementinvolvement
►►MMemoryemory of consequencesof consequences
►►DDegreeegree of trust in regulatory bodies.of trust in regulatory bodies.
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HumanHuman SafetySafety

►► IndividualIndividual RiskRisk: : AnnualAnnual probabilityprobability of of beingbeing
harmedharmed duedue toto a a hazardoushazardous situationsituation..

►► SocietalSocietal RiskRisk: : The risk of widespread or large
scale detriment from the realisation of a defined
risk, the implication being that the consequence
would be on such a scale as to provoke a 
socio/political response.
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Suggested Suggested IIndividualndividual RRiskisk LLevelsevels for for LLandslidesandslides

SlopesSlopes Individual riskIndividual risk
(loss of life/yr)(loss of life/yr)

ReferenceReference

Natural slopesNatural slopes 1010--33

Existing Existing 
engineered slopesengineered slopes 1010--44 –– 1010--66

New engineered New engineered 
slopesslopes 1010--55 –– 1010--66

ExistingExisting 1010--44

NewNew 1010--55 ERMERM--Hong Kong (1998)Hong Kong (1998)

Fell & Hartford (1997)Fell & Hartford (1997)

AGS (2000)AGS (2000)
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SocietalSocietal Risk Risk andand F F -- N N CurvesCurves

SSocietalocietal risk risk reflectsreflects tthe society’s point of viewhe society’s point of view. . In this perspective, In this perspective, 
risks having risks having low hazard and high consequencelow hazard and high consequence are taken into are taken into 
account. For individual and societal risk, the unit of risk is taccount. For individual and societal risk, the unit of risk is the loss he loss 
of life/yr. Societal risk is generally expressed by fof life/yr. Societal risk is generally expressed by f--N or FN or F--N curves.N curves.

When the frequency of events which causes at least N fatalities When the frequency of events which causes at least N fatalities is is 
plotted against the number N on log plotted against the number N on log loglog scales, the result is called scales, the result is called 
FF--N curves (Bedford, 2004).  If the frequency scale is replaced byN curves (Bedford, 2004).  If the frequency scale is replaced by
annual probability, then the resultant curve is called fannual probability, then the resultant curve is called f--N curve. N curve. 

Nlogbaflog +=
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PropertiesProperties of F of F -- N N CurvesCurves

1. F-N curves are constructed based on historical data in the form of
number of landslides and related fatalities.

2. They in fact represent current situation i.e. the situation we live now.

3. F-N curves form the basis of developing societal acceptability and
tolerability levels. 

4. The F-N curves can be constructed for various geographical units 
such as country, province, state etc.   

5. The number of landslides and related fatalities within the considered 
geographical unit determine the acceptability and tolerability criteria.
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f-N Curve for various natutal and man-
made disasters (Morgan, 1991)

Hong Kong Government Planning
Department’s Societal Risk Criteria for
potentially hazardous installations (1994)
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PrinciplesPrinciples of of AcceptableAcceptable\\ToletableToletable Risk Risk 
EstablishmentEstablishment

Acceptable risk refers to the level of risk which requires no further reduction. 
Tolerable risk refers to the risk level assessment in exchange for certain 
benefits. It is the society’s decision whether to accept or tolerate the risk.
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DirectDirect CostCost BenefitBenefit AnalysisAnalysis
The problem of identifying an acceptable level of 
risk can also be formulated as an economic 
decision problem. 

The optimal level of safety corresponds to the 
point of minimal cost. 

The optimisation problem can be solved using the Life 
Quality Index (LQI) approach (Rackwitz, 2002).
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The strategy is based on a social indicator that The strategy is based on a social indicator that 
describes the quality of life as a function ofdescribes the quality of life as a function of::

g: the gross domestic product per person per year
e: the life expectancy at birth
w: the proportion of life spent in economic activity. 

L = gwe(1-w)

Life Life QualityQuality IndexIndex
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It is not the value of one’s life or the amount of a 
possible monetary compansation for the relatives of 
victims but moneraty value, which society willing to
invest for saving one’s life

ICAF = ge (1-w) / (4w)

ImpliedImplied CostCost of of AvertingAverting a a FatalityFatality
(ICAF)(ICAF)
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ICAF ICAF valuesvalues forfor variousvarious countriescountries
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By applying the safety vs. costBy applying the safety vs. cost--benefit approach risk acceptability criteria are indirectly benefit approach risk acceptability criteria are indirectly 
applied by evaluating each investment into safety. For each possapplied by evaluating each investment into safety. For each possible safety measure k ible safety measure k 
the following parameters are therefore considered:the following parameters are therefore considered:

►►Investment costs Investment costs ((CCIkIk))
►►Annual Annual maintenacemaintenace/operation costs /operation costs ((CCAk))
►►Desired lifetime of measure Desired lifetime of measure ((TT))
►►Risk reduction due to measure k divided into Risk reduction due to measure k divided into dRdRkk

reduction related to human risk reduction related to human risk dRdRHkHk
reduction related to economic risk reduction related to economic risk dRdRCkCk

In addition if we consider a discount rate In addition if we consider a discount rate δδ(t) the evaluation of each individual safety (t) the evaluation of each individual safety 
measure can be made on the basis of the aforementioned assumptiomeasure can be made on the basis of the aforementioned assumptions related to risk ns related to risk 
acceptability, cost functions and risk reduction by the followinacceptability, cost functions and risk reduction by the following inequality:g inequality:

((CCIkIk x x δδ(T))/T + (T))/T + CCAkAk < ICAF x < ICAF x dRdRHkHk + + dRdRCkCk

If the inequality is satisfied then the safety measure is benefiIf the inequality is satisfied then the safety measure is beneficial. However it is cial. However it is 
mentioned that the parameters entering (4) are associated to sigmentioned that the parameters entering (4) are associated to significant nificant variabilitiesvariabilities and and 
therefore sensitivity analyses are necessary in order to analysetherefore sensitivity analyses are necessary in order to analyse the results.the results.
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TowardsTowards CodifiedCodified CriteriaCriteria

In terms of reliability based approach the In terms of reliability based approach the 
structural risk acceptance criteria correspond to a structural risk acceptance criteria correspond to a 
required minimum reliability herein defined as required minimum reliability herein defined as 
target reliability.target reliability.
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TargetTarget ReliabilityReliability IndicesIndices

Consequences

Cost of safety 
measure

Minor Moderate Large 

Large (A) β=3.1 (pF≈10-3) β=3.3 (pF ≈ 5x10-4) β=3.7 (pF ≈ 10-4)

Normal (B) β=3.7 (pF≈10-4) β=4.2 (pF ≈ 10-5) β=4.4 (pF ≈ 5x10-6)

Small (C) β=4.2 (pF≈10-5) β=4.4 (pF ≈ 5x10-5) β=4.7 (pF ≈ 10-6)
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TargetTarget ReliabilitiesReliabilities forfor EarthquakesEarthquakes

The frequently used design return period for verification The frequently used design return period for verification 
purposes can be easily obtained based on firstpurposes can be easily obtained based on first--order order 
reliability considerations from:reliability considerations from:

T = T = --1 / 1 / lnln (1 (1 –– ФФ((--αβαβ)) )) 
TT : : RReturneturn period for design purposesperiod for design purposes
ФФ( )( ) : : SStandardtandard normal integralnormal integral
αα : : SSensitivityensitivity factor of earthquake hazardfactor of earthquake hazard
ΒΒ :: TTarget reliability indexarget reliability index
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TargetTarget ReliabilitiesReliabilities forfor LandslidesLandslides

►► Establishment of target reliability indexes for the structures iEstablishment of target reliability indexes for the structures in n 
rapidrapid landslide situations, requires first the prediction of landslide situations, requires first the prediction of 
landslide run out area boundary and potential energy impact landslide run out area boundary and potential energy impact 
produced by the slide to the structures within the boundary of produced by the slide to the structures within the boundary of 
the run out area. the run out area. 

►► For creeping type of landslides, the position of the structure For creeping type of landslides, the position of the structure 
with respect to slide and the rate of movement should be taken with respect to slide and the rate of movement should be taken 
into account.  into account.  

►► Furthermore, in landslide case, the construction of slopes or Furthermore, in landslide case, the construction of slopes or 
safety assessment of existing natural and manmade slopes are safety assessment of existing natural and manmade slopes are 
of primary concern. of primary concern. 
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TargetTarget ReliabilitiesReliabilities forfor SlopesSlopes

Dam Dam DesignDesign β=3.1 (pF≈10-3) Christian et al (1994) Christian et al (1994) 

RockRock SlopeSlope β=2.3 – 3.1 (pF≈ 10-2 - 10-3) GenskeGenske and and WalzWalz (1991) (1991) 

Mine Mine SlopeSlope β=1.88 DüzgünDüzgün et al. (2003) et al. (2003) 
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Concluding Concluding RRemarksemarks
►► The nature of The nature of geohazardgeohazard affect the method of risk acceptance.  For affect the method of risk acceptance.  For 

geohazardsgeohazards like earthquakes, in which the magnitude of hazard can be like earthquakes, in which the magnitude of hazard can be 
determined, risk acceptance criteria are more mature than determined, risk acceptance criteria are more mature than geohazardsgeohazards like like 
landslides, in which it is extremely difficult to express the halandslides, in which it is extremely difficult to express the hazard magnitude.zard magnitude.

►► Risk acceptance criteria are based on optimisation (costs versusRisk acceptance criteria are based on optimisation (costs versus safety safety 
improvement); a safety class differentiation can be thereby consimprovement); a safety class differentiation can be thereby considered.idered.

►► In order to satisfy modern risk acceptance criteria for earthquaIn order to satisfy modern risk acceptance criteria for earthquakes three kes three 
components of earthquake performance objectives are needed: probcomponents of earthquake performance objectives are needed: probabilisticabilistic
ground motion level ground motion level definitiondefinition,, structural performance level, target reliability structural performance level, target reliability 
of achieving a performance level.of achieving a performance level.

►► Assessing target  reliability levels in case of landslide requirAssessing target  reliability levels in case of landslide requires, prediction of es, prediction of 
landslide run out area and position of structure with respect tolandslide run out area and position of structure with respect to runoutrunout area.  area.  
Moreover, target reliability levels should be established for slMoreover, target reliability levels should be established for slopes of various opes of various 
kinds based on comprehensive calibration studies.kinds based on comprehensive calibration studies.
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